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In the sixties of twenty century, the thoughts of project management( PM) was 
being accepted by companies and the theory was developing and enriching. After 
more than forty years’ development, project management has been a rather 
architectonic. Today, more and more companies have woke up that the survival of 
companies have a strong relationship with how rapidly and effectively to perform PM. 
G group company is a state-owned company with more than forty years history. 
Today, she has developed into a high-tech company group. Technology management 
department, which is in group, has the  main function that is tracking and managing 
the primary projects of its member companies. PM in thus level, could not pay more 
attention to details of project, but manage projects from the macroscopical view. In 
short, there are three courses to exert for. It primarily reflect the development strategy 
of the company in project establishment management，and how to control key nodes 
in project tracking management ，and how to evaluate projects in project acceptance 
management. 
The research of the thesis started with the essential theory of PM，then to study 
how to management multi-project from macroscopical view. In succession, giving 
instances of one group company discussed the methods of PM in group lay and 
analyzed some shortcoming in practice. At last, the thesis give ways to solve the 
problem in PM. 
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